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Says & asks also the reader who asked and suggested the topic and great questions: 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The recent "Tuning In To Earth" [post of 14
th

 January] mention[ed] that Earth's resonance 

frequency calculates to about 7.5 Hz but is actually measured at about 7.8+ Hz, i.e. about 5% 

higher.  

 

"Interjects The Committee: Correct, because of several factors which increase the speed slightly 

higher than 7½, which we shall explain within and also after our replies to the questions." 

 

The Committee thereby seems to inform that the effective speed of electromagnetic propagation 

is higher than the indicated speed of light, 300,000 km/s ! 

 

The exact same effect is seen in antennas, say, for radio or television frequencies, whereby the 

actual antenna lengths need to be reduced by the same 5% to resonate at the intended frequency. 

I have never before seen this discrepancy assigned to the higher speed of light, it has been 

blamed on other factors, such as inserting the metal wire into the electromagnetic field. 

 

C: Light is electromagnetic energy, just as radio waves are. The reason this isn't considered 

with light speed is because this velocity appears fixed, as compared to variable radio waves, 

because it is proportionally so much higher or above the kilo- and megahertz amplitude and 

frequency modulations.  

 

As to the explanation "within and also after our replies", I somehow did not find that 

explanation. 

C: It we shall provide and our regrets for the oversight, our admiration of your interest and 

detail capture.  

 

Q1: I, at least, would be interested to find that explanation. Could it be that the effective 

higher "speed of light" is because there always is an accompanying small "much faster than 

light" component, thus resulting in the average effective speed of light being higher than  the 

300,000 km/s? 

C: Yes, but not component, range or dimension. 

 

Light travels nearly instantly across vast distances humans believe require light years and parsecs 

of time to traverse the distance. The slower part, component or range which humans can receive 

is in fact, deed & practice subject to this limit but it is not the ultimate limit, rather the ultimate 

limit of the range of humans perceptions. 

 

The border, constraint, restriction and limitation is human perception. 

 

Two small examples: a radio designed for AM reception cannot detect much less receive and 

reproduce an FM signal, or vice versa. Does this mean the FM signal does not exist? Another 

example, does light invisible to humans because of its higher frequency in the spectrum, not exist 

and have zero effects?  

 



These effects are within a known spectrum or range humans perceive. An FM receiver will 

detect a frequency modulation signal, just as a sunburn or infrared screen image will reveal what 

the eye can never convert then transmit to the brain.   

 

Because light does travel far faster than 300,000 km/s the increases Schumann's resonance 

results. Sufficiently well have we explained, we trust.  

 

2.  "Frequency measurements as humans would best understand them require translation. For 

the moment we shall say the range of your planet's vibrations, in seconds, being sixty multiplied 

by sixty then again by twenty four, is from two to ten thousand per second translated to your 

perception." 

 

Q: 2.1  In the above, to make sure, I ask if it is meant that the range of the vibrations is 2 

to 10,000 per second, as it could also be understood to mean 2,000-10,000, at least by me. If it is 

2 - 20,000, this range would closely correspond to what is commonly considered in engineering 

and geophysical circles as “the Earth's atmospheric noise”, caused by worldwide thunderstorm 

activity. So, perhaps it should not be considered as "just noise"? 

C: 2 the numeral between one simple and single and three also simple and single, not two 

tjousand, is what we intended; ten thousand at the other end of the range we trust was and is 

clear. We see now how human language creates this possible misunderstanding, and with 

gratitude thank you for the question.  

 

We also say, tt is not noise in any way, but is interpreted to be thus, by humans, considered 

without useful meaningful, to be unpleasant or not necessary. This view is not wrong but rather 

subjective. All sounds, vibrations and frequencies of and from Earth have meaning, they are 

Earth's tone, tune and song.  

 

Q3. Instead of using frequencies, one could as well use wavelengths, which were in greater 

use in the past. This would eliminate the time element from the usage. However, it introduces the 

distance…  

C: Wavelength is the basis of frequency, the latter term acquiring meaning and significance 

only inside a time illusion environment. This reverts to the oft mentioned concept of time and 

how it does not exist until a cyclicality or basis of it are introduced, for humans the rotation of 

the planet causing ever changing sunlight angles and many effects. 

 

The wavelengths of electromagnetic energy DO exist, very much so, because you who perceive 

them exist inside the dimension or range which creates these waves. So many vibraytions per 

second, but a second is but a distance measurement also.  

 

86,400 seconds exist in an Earth day cycle and the surface travels forty thousand kilometers 

across the elapse of the 86,400 or 2.16 seconds per kilometer. Why measure kilometers, why not 

say seconds? Well, humans do as this relates to latitude and longitude, also minutes but not 

hours, but rather degrees.  

 

Thus a wavelength a human might say is in the twelve meter band can also be called a 0.006 

second band, but this is cumbersome. The existing system on Earth serves human purposes so it 

need not be changed, this we do not suggest however hope we do the alternative is seen.  

 

When time is subtracted from consideration, eliminated from the mix, distance also disappears. 

This we hope the nearly instant aspect of electromagnetic transmission is understood. 

 



Gamma and x-rays are far more efficient for generation and transmission of such signals, and we 

would suggest these be investigated more closely as an new additional means of long distance 

communication, at such point the need and capability of communication to other stars and 

corresponding distance is acknowledged. 

 

Humans would discount this, the better the engineer or scientist, the better the denunciation of 

the person suggesting it.  

 

The challenge we have stated once before is thus: devices and circuits within which can generate 

then send electromagnetic signals with waves not known or acknowledged to do it, will 

reproduce at the receiving end using the same waves. Humans have no device capable of 

converting to audio or video a gamma ray or x-ray signal.  

 

Your questions, if you please. Be well one and all. 

 

 

  

 


